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Our Solution

Your Benefit

Facing the advancements of digitization
in all business areas, companies are being
confronted with rapidly growing amounts
of data. Simultaneously, the abundance
of unstructured data is increasing, making
its management and extraction a challenge. Valid data forms the basis for
strategic decisions and allows for enormous improvements in productivity and
efficiency.

The Plug-in Procure2Pay (P2P) is an
application-oriented extension to the
products PROMATIS Extractor and
PROMATIS DataSmart. With this Best
Practice Solution, PROMATIS has developed an interface that is perfectly adapted to the Oracle E-Business Suite and
Oracle Fusion ERP Cloud and enables a
secure export of valid purchasing data.

With the Plug-in P2P, you receive an individual software tool for the extraction
of purchasing data. The tool was developed in accordance with customer requirements regarding a challenging processing of data in strategic purchasing, and
can be applied to various application
scenarios.

Especially in the area of purchasing, the
right data can contribute to efficient
decision-making and by doing so,
sustainably secure corporate success.
This way, supplier relationships can be
optimized, costs reduced, performance
increased and risks minimized.
To extract the important and meaningful data for strategic purchasing, the
abundance of data in IT systems needs
to be made more transparent. But how
can you obtain the right data that is
essential for the corresponding business
requirements?

Complete purchasing and accounts
payables processes can be extracted
from the Oracle Fusion ERP Cloud as
well as the E-Business Suite. Available
operation objects are, for example, purchase orders, goods receipt and accounts
payable invoices. In a short amount of
time, the data can be securely imported
into analysis tools or Microsoft Excel, and
provided for decision-making.
Requirements for this applicationoriented tool are the extraction tools
PROMATIS Extractor and/or PROMATIS
DataSmart. The seamless integration
into the Oracle E-Business Suite and
Oracle Fusion ERP Cloud solutions
based on standardized extraction
routines allows modern and futureoriented data extraction in compliance
with internal and external regulations.
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Automated data processing reduces
manual work. Simultaneously, the transparency within purchasing processes
increases. The required data can be easily,consistently and validly located from
the system and prepared for efficient
decision-making.
The tool can be extended flexibly: included extraction routines can be individually supplemented and new ones
added. In addition to these functional
advantages, PROMATIS contributes its
expert knowledge – both in routine processes and for specific requirements,
specialists with profound know-how
and many years of experience are
ready to offer their assistance. The
perfect combination of state-of-theart technologies and complementary
services enables you to master your
challenges and achieve high productivity gains.

